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Abstract - OAuth 2.0 decides to combine the implementation and experience of delegated authentication into a single communication protocol. The OAuth protocol allows applications to access protected resources from resource server via application programming interface, without acquiring users to break their service provider credentials to consumers. OAuth is based on generic methodology for API authentication. In this work, we assess the different OAuth security approach and formalize the protocol using proof of possession architecture. The proof of possession gives some hope that the days of relying primarily on passwords and access tokens may be behind us within a few years.


I. INTRODUCTION

Open APIs are one of the driving forces behind the modern web. Entire eco-systems of third party applications have grown around social media, content services and shopping websites resulting in more engaging and connected web experiences. In return, services with open APIs have benefitted by increases in the number of users and creating new revenue streams.

OAuth is an open protocol to allow secure API authorization in a simple and standard method from desktop, web and mobile applications. OAuth is a security protocol that enables users to grant third-party access to their web resources (e.g. profile information) without sharing their authentication credentials with the third-party. Applications (called “clients” in the OAuth specification) have their own credentials and communicate with an authorization server to acquire an “access token” which is then used to authenticate requests to an API server.

II. PLAYERS OF OAUTH 2.0

OAuth 2.0 gives client application a delegated access to resource server on interest of a resource owner. OAuth introduces procedure for resource owners to authorize third party access to server protected resources without sharing their credentials. Followings are four players of OAuth.

1) Client: Client is application that attempts to get access to user account. Before doing, client gets the permission form user.
2) Resource Server: Resource server accesses the user information
3) Resource Owner: Resource owner gives the access to some portion of their user account.

III. OAUTH 2.0 PROTOCOL FLOW

Figure 1 outlines OAuth Protocol Flow.

OAuth 2.0 Protocol Consists of following steps:

1) Connect the Client to the Protected Resource.
2) End User initiates the Client action.
3) Client redirects User to Authorization Server.
4) User authenticates to Authorization Server.
5) User authorizes Client
6) Authorization Server issues authorization code.
7) Authorization Server redirects User to Client.
8) Client sends code to Authorization Server.
9) Authorization Server issues token(s).
10) Client accesses Protected Resource.
IV. EXISTING OAUTH SECURITY ASSESSMENT APPROACH

Several assessment approaches is used to examine the security of OAuth 2.0

1. Alloy Framework: Alloy Framework uses Alloy specification language and Alloy analyzer. OAuth model in Alloy Framework works as follows: First both the principals (participants) and values (unit of knowledge) are modeled as first class citizens i.e. both these sets of entities are represented using the sig (similar to class in OOL). Second, two abstract sig’s principal and value are declared. Third, abstract sig principal is extended by client, authorization server, resource server and resource owner. Here, the intruder is one or more of the four principals themselves, and intruder is not modeled as a separate individual [2].

2. ProVerif Framework: ProVerif framework uses proverif specification language and follows pi-calculus. OAuth in ProVerif Framework consists of an unbounded number of users and servers. Each user browse any trusted or malicious website but only sends secret data to trusted sites. Following applications are hosted by server.

   Login: An application models form based login and consists of two processes, LoginApp for server process and LoginUserAgent for user agent process.
   DataServer: An application models resource servers and consists of two process, DataServerApp with two functions GetData and storeData, and DataServerUserAgent for modeling the behavior of users.

3. Proverif Framework with WebSpi Library: Users and Servers are the principals or agents of our model. Users contain credentials to authenticate with respect to a specific web application identified by a host name and by a path in Credentials table. Servers contain private and public keys to implement TLS secure connections in serverIdentities table.

   Credentials and serverIdentities tables are private to the model and represent a preexisting distribution of secrets (passwords and keys). They are populated by the process CredentialFactory that provides an API for the attacker (explained later) to create an arbitrary population of principals and compromise some of them. The process WebSurfer models a generic user principal that wants to browse a public URL [3].

4. CryptoVerif Framework: CryptoVerif framework uses Blanchet Calculus for formalizing OAuth 2.0. In the computational model, Blanchet calculus is used to assess OAuth 2.0 protocol with CryptoVerif mechanized tool. In this framework, non-injective and injective correspondences are used to model the authentication from authorization server to end user and from authorization server to client. [4]

   non-injective correspondence:
   event authorization(x) \rightarrow user(x) : to authenticate end-user by authorization server.
   injective correspondence:
   event authorization(x) \rightarrow client(x) : to authenticate client by authorization server.

5. Universal Composability (UC) Security Framework: In this framework, an ideal third party functionality pass inputs by all protocol participants, and then computes the requisite function, and finally each of the protocol participants get portions of computed function. Security is based on simulation argument which shows adversary can obtain the same information in the apotheosis third based protocol, it can get any information in the real world implementation. In the ideal functionality definition of OAuth, there are three parties named, User (resource owner), Provider (HTTP Service), and Consumer (third-party). Here assume that the Provider and the Consumer have globally known names, e.g. public keys with certified domain names in PKI. Only the User will not be assumed to have a global name [5].

6. POAuth (Privacy Enhancing Open Authorization) Architecture: Trusted Computing is used to protect sensitive data and to secure cryptographic keys from eavesdropping. Trusted Computing Group (TCG) defines a hardware chip called Trusted Platform Module (TPM) with cryptographic mechanisms. TPM stored stores digests in shielded memory locations called Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs) using Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1). Upon first activation, the TPM generates a Storage Root Key (SRK). This non-migratable key is always present to secure underlying structure of TPM. In TPM, endorsement, storage, sealing, binding and attestation identity keys provide different security functionalities. The private part of the SRK itself never leaves the TPM and is thus protected by hardware. To enable device specific authorization, we use the binding construct with trusted computing. The protocol is extended to device specific authentication to enhance privacy, called POAuth [6].

V. PROPOSED FLOW

Our analytic methodology is Proof of Possession (PoP) architecture to assess the security of OAuth 2.0 protocol. Proof-of-possession is a means of proving that a party sending a message is in possession of a particular cryptographic key. This is used as a proof that the correct party is sending the message, under the assumption that only that sender has possession the key [11].

Figure 2 shows the steps for Proposed Flow.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION FLOW

Steps involved in implementation are as under:

- **Step 1**: Sign up the application with service provider for a consumer key and a consumer secret.
- **Step 2**: Getting a token endpoint (request token).
- **Step 3**: Getting redirect endpoint (Obtaining User Authorization to access the Protected Resources).
- **Step 4**: Obtaining authorization endpoint (Exchanging the Request Token and the Token Verifier for an access token).
- **Step 5**: Make API calls to access Authorization Server.
- **Step 6**: Analyze the security of access token between the client application and the authorization server.

VII. CONCLUSION

OAuth is secure and efficient method for authorizing third party applications without releasing a user’s access credentials. There are different security approaches available for verifying the OAuth protocol like Alloy framework, ProVerif framework, ProVerif Framework with WebSpi Library, CryptoVerif Framework, Universal Composability (UC) Security Framework and POAuth (Privacy Enhancing Open Authorization) Architecture. In my work, OAuth 2.0 is implemented through PoP model for providing the benefits such as access token reuse and TLS channel binding support.
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